Pls. move along and PASS SB 283 that would require the Board of Education and Oregon Health Authority to
review independently funded studies relating to the biological effects of microwave radiation from wireless
technology in schools. It would also require schools to begin teaching how to use their wireless devices more safel
As a Realtor and concerned citizen, I have been involved informally educating people about these issues for 7.5
years as co-founder of Families for SAFE Meters (now Technology). See FamiliesForSAFETechnology.org.
Thank you for helping to get out this crucial info! Pls. get more stories in thie press too.
See Project Censored - BigWireless moved up to #4 in 25 top censored and under-reported stories of 2017-18.
Pls. note that children due to their high surface to volume ratio, thinner blood brain barrier and less developed
bones are more vulnerable to wireless radiation.
Effects felt by children of this radiation can be 10 times greater that felt by adults.
One book for lay person understanding: The Non Tin Foil Hat Guide to EMF Protection by Nicholas Pineault, $20.
Should be required reading for teachers, parents,
anyone using smart tech of any type. The health and life you save may be your own and that of your loved ones.
Dr. Martin Pall, Portland, OR, says that up to 60% of common health ailments can be traced to electro-magnetic
fields, EMF, RF/MW and dirty electricity in our living, working, educational spaces.
Thank you greatly for your attention to this issue!
ps an increasing number of EMF Refugees are looking for a safer place to live, not easily found in an increasingly
radiated society.
People with electro sensitivity or microwave illness are fleeing to rural areas suffering from 4G communications in
cities.
One couple spent money to reduce EMF exposure by 90% as they have a 9 mo. old baby and are living between
two 4G cell towers.
They are also considering a move but are alarmed at 5G small cell antennae going up in a stealth manner in Eugene
neighborhoods without any notice to neighbors.
A 10 year old in one Eugene school had to withdraw from school after sitting under a WiFi rouher when 4J had
incrased the signals to accommodate more smart devices.
Also see: FamiliesForSAFEMeters.org (soon to be Families for SAFE Technology).
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